Baby Fun – Spring Has Sprung!
Monday, March 21, 2016

Hello Song (Tune: London Bridge)
Hi, hello and how are you?
How are you? How are you?
Hi, hello and how are you?
Welcome, babies!

Book time!
Featured Books:
Peek-a-Bloom by Marie Torres Cimarusti

Rain is Falling Down
Rain is falling down (tickle fingers down baby’s body)
Splash! (slap hands on your lap or clap)
Rain is falling down (tickle fingers down baby’s body)
Splash! (slap hands on your lap or clap)
Pitter-patter, pitter-patter
(lightly tap baby’s head with fingertips)
Rain is falling down (tickle fingers down baby’s body)
Splash! (slap hands on your lap or clap)
The sun is peeking out (cover eyes with hands)
Peek! (Remove hands from eyes)
The sun is peeking out (cover eyes with hands)
Peek! (Remove hands from eyes)
Peeking here and peeking there (Remove 1 hand then other)
The sun is peeking out (cover eyes with hands)
Peek! (Remove hands from eyes)
Eensy, Weensy Spider
The eensy, weensy spider went up the water spout.
(Walk fingers up baby’s body)
Down came the rain and washed the spider out!
(Tickle fingers down head to toe)
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain,
(Massage baby’s back)
And the eensy, weensy spider went up the spout again.
(Walk fingers up baby’s body)
Wiggle, Wiggle
Wiggle, wiggle little worm (wiggle index finger)
Wiggle on the ground. (inch finger up baby’s leg or arm)
Wiggle, wiggle little worm (inch finger up baby’s leg or arm)
Wiggle all around. (tickle baby)
It’s Raining, It’s Pouring / Rain Rain Go Away
It’s raining, it’s pouring.
The old man is snoring.
He went to bed and covered his head,
And didn’t get up ‘til the morning.
Rain, rain go away.
Come again some other day.
Rain, rain go away.
The little babies want to play.

Hippity, hippity hop
A little green frog in a pond am I (Bounce baby on lap)
Hippity, hippity, hop.
And I can jump in the air so high, (Lift baby in the air)
Hippity, hippity, hop. (Bounce baby on lap)
A little white bunny in the grass am I (Bounce baby on lap)
Hippity, hippity, hop.
And I can jump in the air so high, (Lift baby in the air)
Hippity, hippity, hop. (Bounce baby on lap)
Five Little Robins
Five little robins (hold up 5 fingers)
Lived in a tree
Father, Mother (point to thumb, then pinkie)
And babies 1-2-3 (count on middle three fingers)
Father caught a worm (hold up thumb)
Mother caught a bug (hold up pinkie)
And the three little babies (hold up three middle fingers)
Stayed home warm and snug (curl fingers down into fist)
Rainbow Over the Waterfall
Rainbow over the waterfall, rainbow over the tree
Rainbow over the mountaintop, rainbow over the sea
Rainbow over the flowers, rainbow over the bees
Rainbow over the meadow, rainbow over me!
Goodbye Song (Tune: Goodnight Ladies)
Goodbye babies! Goodbye babies!
Goodbye babies until we meet again!
We’ve had fun babies! We’ve had fun babies!
We’ve had fun babies! Oh won’t you come again?

